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Experience on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul Railway where 220 miles have been
operating for 6 months at 3000 volts.
I t is extremely gratifying to note the satisfactory operation of the pioneer high voltage electric railway systems in
the United States, especially in view of Canadian requirements and endeavors along the same lines. There now appears to be little doubt that higher voltages than 3,000 d.c.
are feasib~e if, or when. they are found desirable, and we
understand 5,000 volts is now being considered. A recent
issue of the Electric Railway Journal contains an interesting article by A. E. Armstrong, Chairman Electrification
Committee of the General Electric Company, in which he
points out some of the favorable features in the operation of
the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway, where some
440 miles have been operating for about six months at 3,000
volts. We reproduce this paper in full:During the past six months electricity has replaced
steam on 220 miles of track on the ,Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway. This mileage comprises two steam-engine
divisions, and, in war terms, the new facilities thus introduced have been "consolidated" since the territory was occupied.
Naturally, any such radical change as the substitution
of electricity for steam gives rise to equally great operating changes just as soon as the capabilities of the new type
of motive power become understood and fully appreciated.
f\ ot until a complete change in motive power is made can it
he realized how many of the previous rules and regulations
are, in effect, only the traditions handed down f rom generations of steam-engine practice. Very many such rules reflect
dearly-bought operating experience and apply equally to the
operation of any type of motive power~ but with the electric locomotive, the greater tractive power at higher speeds,
the independence from the individual efficiency of the operating crew, the freedom from. any restrictions of coal and
water supply, the higher speeds on down grades nlade possible by the use of electric brakes, and the many other operating advantages must result in radical changes from previous steam operating methods. An often-used phrase best
describes the original method of operation as "steam railroading subject to all the limitations of the steam engine,"
and in the future, railroad transportation will undoubtedly
be conducted on a broader basis with the greater facilities
and flexibility provided by electric locomotives.

Saw Inside of Tunnel
A story is told of an engineer nlaking his first trip on
a St. Paul electric locomotive run between Deer IJodge and
l'hree Forks. He had full charge of the running of the locoIllotive, under the direction of an instructor, and he handled
Ilis train over the I{ocky Mountain Divide \vithout ~iving any
outward expression to his thoughts until reachinR the tunlIel at the sunlmit. when he exclaimed: "T'his is the first tinle
1 ever saw the inside of this tunnel." Having ridden through
tunnels in the cab of an engine, the writer can fully appre-
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ciate how it affected an old steam engineer to ride on an
electric locomotive for the first tinle and to be free from
the gases, steam and smoke that make tunnel operation with
the steam engine hazardous, as well as nlost uncomfortable
for the crew.
On the Chicago. Milwaukee & S1. Paul the operation of
the electric locomotives has been taken over by the regular
steaDl engine crews after proper instructions, and it is interesting to note how smoothly the change from steam to
electricity has been accomplished. Of course. the handling
of the air brakes is identical with steam-engine practice, although in this matter of braking the use of the air brakes is
restricted to the stopping of trains, as the electric brakes are
used exclusively to hold the trains at constan t speed on the
down grades.

Regenerative Braking
Perhaps there is no feature of the 51. Paul electrification that is more impressive than the operation of this rcKenerative electric br~king. I n the early consideration of
'plans for the electrification, electric brakes were considered,
and they were finally insisted upon by the railway oflicials
when their full advantages became apparent. The perfection
of regenerative electric braking with series direct-current
Illotors called for considerable developnlent work, as nothing
of the kind had ever been done on a scale approaching the
rnagnitude of 282-ton locomotives equipped with motors 3Kgregating 3,400 h.p. The direct-current locotnotivc, ho\vever,
offered so many advantages for main line service in this
instance that it was considered of the greatest 1tllportance
to adhere to this type, especially if electric braking could
be made operative with the series-wound direct-current Inotors operating from a fluctuating trolley voltage. Fulfilling
the promise of early experiments made at Schenectady, direct-current motor regenerative braking was successfully developed and put into service without losing the ruggedness
in operation of the series-motor characteristics. The result
has been a locomotive of relnarkable flexibility, with speed
and tractive power admirably 'suited to train haulage over it
broken profile and, withal, of an extremely simple mechanical and electrical construction that has been patterned closely after \vell-known designs of proven superiority and reliability.
On these locomotives, the nlotors are of practically standard, design and they present no features of special interest
except the large continuous capacity of 375 h.p. and the fact
that each has a potential of l,tiOO'volts across its hrushes,
operating two in series on a.noo volts.
The rnotors are
geared to the axles th rough twin gears, an arrangetllen t that
has proved so successful on the Butte, Anaconda & Pacific.
[>etroit Tunnel, Baltimore & Ohio. Cascade Tunnel~ and
other electrifications having operating records of several
years with this method of drive. I n the St. Paul locomotiv<,l
construction. the motors are spring suspended on the holsh.'r.
and also drive through springs in the twin ~ears. thus providing great flexihility, cushioning all shocks and elinlinatillg
all noise of g-rinding gears. rrhe high efficiency, simple construction and low cost of t\vin-gear drive were fundamental
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facts of importance influencing its adoption on the St. Paul
locomotive, and the results of six months' operation fully justify·the preference for this design.
'
'fhe efficiency fronl trolley to the rim of driving wheels
approximates 89 per cent.. including all motor and gear IQssf s
when delivering full rated tractive effort. The construction
is simple, rugged and well able to withstand the strains incident to heavy train haulage over mountain grades of 2 per
cent., one such grade on the St. Paul extending unbroken for
21 miles over the main divide of the Rocky Mountains. During six months of operation no failure or delay of any kind
has been due to the twin gear drive, and all indications are
that in this item cost of upkeep will be small.
The St. Paul freight locomotives are rated at 2,500 tons
trailing load on a 1 per cent. grade, and this calls for a tractive effort of 72,500 Ibs., and a current input to the motors of
860 amp. at 3,000 volts, the speed being 15.75 m.p.h. Such a
large current could readily be collected from a third-rail, but
the problem of current collection presented some difficulties
\vith existlng forms of overhead construction and pantograph
collector. Elaborate experiments were made at Schenectady
with different methods of trolley suspension and roUer and
pan collectors. and these formed the basis for the adoption
of the current-collecting facilities on the S1. Paul. In this
case the trolley consists of two No. 0000 \vires side by side
and alternately suspended from the same catenary by the
usual loop hangers. The construction offers great flexibility
in the overhead conductor, provides for contact with at least
one wire at all times with consequent elimination of flashing,
and permits the collection of heavy currents at high speeds.
Pan collectors with copper contact surfaces are used and lubrication is successfully depended upon to reduce wear. This
construction has already been described in previous publications, but is worthy of additional comment, as it has solved
the question of collection of large currents at high speed.
Tests made at Schenectady and Erie have demonstrated that
it is perfectly feasible to collect 2,000 amp. at speeds as high
as 60 m.p.h. with this construction. and subseq~ent operation
on the St. Paul has resulted in no flashing or even sparking
under the conditions of daily service.

Possibility of Higher Voltages
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route, making an average substation spacing of 31 miles.
Maximum trolley drops of 20 per cent. are obtained \\,ith
2,500-ton trains midway between sub-stations; but the average
voltage drop with the variable tonnage of passenger and
freight trains of all classes ·will be less than 10 per cent. This
reasortable distl,"ibution loss is obtained with trolley feeders
of 500,000 eire. lnil: cross-section extending over 85 per cent.
of the entire ro·ute mileage, or where the ruling grade is 1
per cent. or less. Heavier feeders up to 1,400,000 eire. mil.
section are used on higher grad'ients up to the 2 per cent.
ruling grade. 'fhe entire cost of this feeder copper, figured
on a 20-cent basis, amounts to less than 8 per cent. of the
total cost of electrification.
It is as yet too early to expect any operating figures as
to economies effected hy the electrification. Full electrical
operation of all freight trains, and all passenger trains except one on a local run, is now in effect on two steam engine
divisions totalling 220 miles of track. These t\\'O steam engine divisions have been consolidated into one electric locoIllotive run, crews being changed midway at the old division
point. An additional 220 miles of track will be in operation
by the end of this year, and here also two steam engine
runs will be combined into one electric diyision.

A Physical Success
Partial operation for six months has proved the physical
success of the undertaking and the general fitness of the
locomotives and distribution system for this very severe
mountain service. The high-voltage direct-current systelll
'offers special advantages for the conditions obtaining in th~
Northwest with its abundant supply of 60-cycle power and
the broken profiles of the railroads.
I n the sub-station:;~
synchronous motor generator sets, which have a cOlnbined
efficiency at full load of approximately 92 per cent., and autonlatically providing a power factor of 100 per cent. nr a
slightly leading current at all loads permits feeding the St.
Paul sub-stations from the general transmission networks of
the Montana Power Company without causing interference
with the industrial and lighting loads supplied from the
same lines. I n fact, this ability of utilizing any frequency of
power supply \vithout interfering with the commercial load
connected to the same transmission circuit, constitutes one
of the chief advantages of the high-voltage direct-current
system. I n other respects, also, direct-current construction
is- well adapted to the work in view. The profile calls for
crossing three mountain ranges with Ipng stretches of level
and low grade track intervening. Freight trains mount the
ruling grades at approximately 15 m.p.h. with two locomotives, and run on a level track at double this speed with one
locomotive, an accomplishment readily achieved with the
flexible characteristics of the direct-current motor. Moreover, the locomotive speed is automatically proportioned to
all intermediate gradients, thus resulting as nearly as possible
ill a constant-output locomotive and minimizing the load
fluctuations due to the very broken profile. As a Inatter of
fact, a variable speed characteristic for the locomotive is preeminently adapted to general railroad operating conditions,
as questions of alignment of tracks and peak-load power
supply place limits on the speeds up grades while it is desirahle to operate on level track and on the lesser grades at as
high speed as the track alignment and condition of rolling
stock \\,ill permit.

The electrification of the Butte, Anaconda & Paciflc
Railway provided valuable experience upon which to base
plans for the larger work on the 51. Paul. The increase from
2,400-volt to 3,000-volt direct current. was found to be possible without sacrificing anything in the simplicity and ruggedness of the twin-gear drive on the locomotive and it offered certain advantages in reducing feeder copper and providing for greater advantages in station spacing. Taken in
connection with the improvements in overhead construction
and pan collection, 3,000 volts are sufficiently high to insure
the satisfactory collection of current under all possible conditions of service operation. At the same time this voltage
did not involve anything beyond conservative design in the
case of single-conductor, 1,500-volt motors operating fwo in
series on 3,000-volt supply, thus permitting the use of the
simple twin-gear drive. Experiments with direct-current apparatus with potentials as high as 6.000 volts demonstrated
the possibility of higher voltages, hut also indicated the necessity of adopting some form of freak mechanical drive of
doubtful reliability and poorer efficiency. Hence the adoption of 3,000-volt direct current for the St. Paul electrification
Two Novel Features
offered reasonable advantages in the distrihution and conversion system, and yet the voltage was not so high as to deMuch of the engineering success of the St. Paul installamand any departure from the understood principles of sound
tion is the result of the gradual development of a direct-curand conservative engineering which should govern in such a
relit nlotor for locolnotive construction and the advance in
huge undertaking as the immediate electrification of 440 nlites
the art of generation, transmission and conversion of alterof trunk line railway.
\
. natinR-current power. Two novel features. however, stand
The electrified divisions of the St. Paul are an single
out conspicuously as being introduced for the first time and
track, but nevertheless the 3,ooo-volt direct-current supply is
cOlnpl~tjng the development of the :l,OOO-volf direct-current
system. These are, first, the twin conductor flexible overobtained from only fourteen substations feeding 440 miles of
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head construction, \vith lubricated, copper-pan collectors, and,
second, the regenerative braking control of the series-wound,
direct-current locomotive motors. The first has made possible the collection of current far in excess of operating requiretnents and has settled for all time any claims for higher
trolley voltage based upon the question of current collection.
Thus, it is perfectly feasible with the St. Paul construction to
collect 2,000 amp. at practically any speed and this makes it
possible to receive 6,000 kw. at 3,000 volts through one pan
collector, lnore than enough to slip the wheels of the 282ton locomotive at 30 per cent. coefficient of adhesion. Then,
too, the introduction of regenerative hraking control with
direct-current, series lnotors, greatly broadens the field of
the locomotive and permits placing a proper value upon this
one feature of electric 9peration, because it is not secured at
the expense of sound and conservative engineering in other
respects. Regenerative electric braking undoubtedly has an
important value in electric railroading by adding to the safety
and econonlY of operation, and it is a welcome addition to
the other advantages of the direct-current-motor locomotive.
In general, the St. Paul electrification extends over such
a length of track, 440 miles. that no restrictions need be
placed upon the free operation of the electric locomotives.
The Mallet locomotives previously used over the mountains
are bein~ transferred to the adjoining non-electrified division
as fast as they are released, with a view to handling the heavier tonnage trains delivered to that division by the electric
locolnotives, thus resulting in raising the weight of trains
nloved over the road and effecting lnaterial economies.

Accident Talk No. 6.-by the Quebec Railway,
Light and Power Co.
Saving Life and Limb
A man who has lost his left hand by letting it hang out
of a car window always is careful to keep his ri~ht hand inside. Unfortunately he only has one REA D. .A•. wise head
was never brok~n while it was thrust out of a car window.
Some persons never can be convinced that a wagon. or
fire engine. of some moving or stationary object is sure to
appear sooner or later and spoil the view.
At least tell the children to keep their heads and arms
inside. MAKE them do it.
Discomfort and Danger
There was room inside the car-even on the platformtJut two men wanted to ride on the steps. J t was risky for
them to ride on the steps, anyway.
When the conductor
told them to get inside the car. they refused and commenced
to bully him. At this time a passenger wanted to Ret off
in the narrow space, without a chance to reach the grab
handles; this passenger tripped forward. fatting on the roadway and was hurt. It happened exactly that way. These
two men refused to give their natnes and addresses as witnesses and jumped off the car. Of course. the company had
to pay the damages. not the two men who stood on the steps.
and were the cause of the accident.
The steps are put on the car so that people can get on
and off. When you stand on the steps you cause the company some ANXIETY. Rut yon cause the other passengers
DISCOMFORT and DANGER. Suppose you are one of
the other passen~ers? Then he cautious-wait tilt the way
is clear. so that you can get off \vithout a CONTORTION.
Make it INCONVENIENT for the persons who insist upon
riding on the steps.
Stealing Rides
The campaiRn that this companr is tnaking- for the prevention of accidents can be assisted in no greater tl1easurc
than by the warnin~s that parents and teachers give to the
children against "Stealing rides."
. There are nlany accidents which would not happen if you
\'{ould ,,'arn the children-if you could prevent them fronl
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courting DANGER by jumping on our cars. They do it
for fun-OR DEATH.
The conductor is the man who knows. You will not find
H IS children "Stealing Rides."
The Quebec Railway Light & Power Co.

A bud.et ef comment presented in the Interest of publk welfare.
independent of party poUtics and with malice toward no one.

ROSS RIFLE AGAIN
Startling indeed in view of the attitude adopttd by the
official and unofficial apologists of the Ross rifle is the news
contained in the London letter to the Toronto Telegranl.
Briefly, the correspondence is to the effect that following
complaints from all branches of the service, Gen. Alderson,
in conlmand of the Canadians, formally protested to the Canadian Governnlent against arming the men with the Ross
ritle, wh;ch has proved, according to the soldiers, a failure
and a pathetic failure at Ypr,es and was later to be followed
by a similar failure at St. Eloi.
General Alderson's protest was received clnd answere(t
in a style that unfortunately for the good name of the Dominion is becoming to be regarded as characteristic of th~
adfllinistration of the militia department. He was told to
mind his own business and the Canadian soldiers were told
to take what the militia department considered good for the.n
and were warned that any further objections to the use of
the Ross rifle 'would not be tolerated. The printed circular
containing this warning was apparently an artfully contrived
defence of the rifle and an obvious attenlpt was made therein
to blanle the faults of the arnl on the quality of the ammunition used by the troops.
The main point and the point that will appeal to must
people who have little or no knowledge of what constitutes
a good military rifle or makes a bad one, is that the men
who are using the weapon should be the best judges of its
fitness for the work they have to do. When a man's life depends upon the quality of the weapon which is his sole individual defence, hOe is apt to be curious about' it, he is likely
to watch its effect and eager to learn all about its dependability, or otherwise, in a crisis. I n the case of the Ross
rifle there seems to be little doubt that it was unsuitable in
the opinion of the vast majority of the men armed with it.
That in itself should have been sufficient to cause an investigation of the most careful and painstaking kind. I nstead, we
are compelled to hear that the protests of the men expressed
through their officers and di visional commanders. were received with disdain, and that eventually the Canadians were
collectively reprimanded for their attitude and warned that
no further nonsense would be tolerated. This to men who
\\'ere willing and ready to face death for the Empire, and
who. it seems to us. should have been given every consideration and whose opinions should have been respectfully listened to and nlet, if possible. Putting aside all consideration
of the technical faults or merits of the rifle. it would seen}
that it would have been a wise policy to have made a more
tactful reply and to have demonstrated to the troops that
they were not being sacrificed for political reasons or for any
other reason. I f th~ morale of the troops depended on a
change of rifle. it should certainly have been effected. and at
once. This aspect of the matter would seem to be the comlnan sense vie\\' of the dispute.-Ottawa Citizen (Independent
Conservative.)
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